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Is the LHC ruling out the existence 
of new light colored particles?

Impressive bounds on top partners, squark, gluinos..
Little room left for light ( < 500 GeV) particles

Most loopholes under the radar of experimentalists 
(ex. very light stop)

what about more exotic particles?  
for instance non standard SU(2) representations?

They will have different decay modes, might lead to unusual 
topologies



SM+X scalar

(2) No other BSM particles lighter than X—>  
It must decay into SM particles via higher order 

operators  
( for the exotic representations) 

(3) We focus on dimension 5 and 6 either leptonic or 
hadronic 

(3, n)Y

(1) Focus on QCD triplets  
( interested in the minimal  production cross section)

Review and study of the different topologies-  
focus on prompt decay 

SU(2) representation



We found that:
A non-degenerate SU(2) quartet can be still as light as 

250 GeV! 

The state with charge 5/3 decays into Wjj  
via the hadronic dimension 5 operator  

Y QQ
ij

2 Q[iQ j]H
†X + h.c.

(3, 4)1/6

4 states with Q = 5/3, 2/3,�1/3,�4/3

If degenerate the other 3 states decay into jj.  
Bound of 520 GeV from dijet searches ( 3 states produced)



Non degenerate quartet

Four states decaying into  Wjj!



WjjWjj topology
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Which searches can be 
sensitive?

• Exotic fermions decaying into Wj 

• Multi-jets searches 

• SUSY search 1 lepton+MET+jets 

• SUSY search 2 leptons+MET+jets 

• Lepto-quark searches 

• t-tbar cross section (for very light X)



Exotic Fermion WjWj Tevatron search
fermionic top partners

quartet

It rules out quartet masses below 250 GeV

CDF Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 261801 (2011)

D0 Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 082001 (2011)  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Q mass is reconstructed—>  
less sensitive to our topology 
(3 body versus 2 body decay)



quartet

Exotic Fermion WjWj LHC search
 ATLAS arXiv:1509.04261  



WjWj LHC search
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Multi-jets final states (>8 jets)

Even assuming the same efficiency as the benchmark 
topology there is no sensitivity for our scenario

Half of the events are pure hadronic

Too few events compared to the large QCD background

The cross section for a 250 GeV quartet still an order of 
magnitude smaller than a 250 GeV gluino  

ATLAS hep-ex 1502.05686v3 



1 lepton+ MET+jets

SUSY  benchmark topology

ATLAS

We performed a comparison between the efficiency for 
our topology and the benchmark one

We did not do a full recast 

30 % of the events. 

✏wjj

✏wj�0

it would be nice if the collaboration would provide the flow of the 
efficiency for the cuts

 JHEP 1504, 116 (2015) [arXiv:1501.03555 [hep-ex]].   



More jets- less MET—>  
efficiency reduction around 10%-50% depending on x

�XX(300 GeV) ⇠ 8 pb

very helpful 
auxiliary 
material



2 leptons final states

The large BR suppression and the reduced efficiency makes 
both  

SUSY searches and 
LQ searches not sensitive enough 

it could improve the sensitivity to our topology

Lepto-quark searches

eµ signal region?

SUSY searches 2l+jets+MET 



Summary
The search for colored new particles is far from being 

complete  
                      

Wjj topology is surprisingly not covered by direct searches. 
Quartet as light as 250 GeV

Lepto-quark searches  
       with e-mu final state might have a good  

sensitivity to it 

A new dedicated search? 



However..

Exotic scalars have a small width so they generically 
 form bound states 

We can set a bound of 450 GeV on the X mass coming from  
di-photon resonance 

search. This constraint is topology independent

But yet a SU(2) doublet with Y=7/6 which contains a 5/3 state 
together with 2/3 can be as light as 250 GeV ( bound from 

diphoton resonance NOT direct searches)



X bounds states 

2�X < �SX = 2⇥ 10�5mX

For exotic scalars it is generic since the width is smaller 
due to higher dimensional operators 

 



(*) Higgs couplings 

Resonance from exotic SU(2) multiplets

Large WW signal 



We checked indirect constraints such as

No bound even for large multiplicity like the quartet!


